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Working' 9 to 5, But Not Making a Living: The Legality of
Unpaid Internships, Work Experience Programs & Trainee
Programs
Canadian Labour & Employment Law Blog

Miller Thomson LLP
Canada

August 31 2016

Many young individuals across the country participate in internships, which are
utilized by employers in many industries, and which are seen by many
individuals as an opportunity to gain valuable experience. An area of particular
interest, and possible pitfalls, relates to internship programs that involve unpaid
interns. Although every jurisdiction in Canada has legislation that permits
interns in some circumstances to perform work without compensation, in many
parts of the country these situations are limited and these limitations should be
noted carefully by employers. Simply calling a position an “internship” will not
— in and of itself ~ be enough to permit an employer to utilize unpaid
interns,
and the rights

of workers in this regard cannot be simply waived or avoided by

agreement between employer and employee.

All “employees”, whetherlworking in a provincially or federally regulated
sector, are protected by employment standards legislation. As employers will be
aware, this legislation places duties on employers and establishes minimum
standards in respect of a host of matters. However, the legislation also provides
for circumstances where work will be exempted from all or some of these usual
standards. These exemptions include, for example, work that is done by a
http://www.lexology.com/library/detail.aspx?g=c8e6fdb9~1260-4aec—9d4c-6b99916e6ff0
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part of an approved education or work experience program, and
individuals receiving necessary hands-on training for certain professions, such
as in the medical, engineering, and legal ﬁelds. It should never be forgotten that,
regardless of whether an intern is exempt from certain employment standards
minimums, they will always be protected by health and safety legislation and
human rights legislation in all jurisdictions.

. student as

The majority of Canadian jurisdictions have employment standards legislation
that includes a broad deﬁnition of “employee”, which could arguably include
interns, both paid and unpaid. One interesting exception is Alberta. The Alberta
Employment Standards Code, RSA 2000 e E9, states that an employee is “an
individual employed to do work who receives or is entitled to wages and
includes a former employee”. Issues arise as to potentially circular arguments,
wherein the fact of not paying wages appears — on its face — to give rise to an
exemption from the Code, and therefore the right not to pay wages, and not to
comply with the Code. It should be noted that the courts have held that beneﬁtconferring legislation, such as the Employment Standards Code, must be
interpreted broadly. Thus, Alberta employers must be careful, and should seek
legal advice, in respect of any unpaid internship.

In all jurisdictions, unpaid interns have the right to ﬁle employment standards
complaints if they believe that they should have been paid for their work, or that
some minimum legislated employment standard has been breached. If an
employment standards ofﬁcer’s investigation reveals that the worker was
entitled to pay, back-pay can be recovered from the company on behalf of the
worker. In April of this year, the Ontario Ministry of Labour conducted a wellpublicized blitz of Ontario workplaces, recovering almost $140 ,000 in wages
owed to interns across approximately 20 workplaces.
Even

if a company’s internship program is in compliance with all employment

standards legislation, such programs can give rise to other important concerns
for employers, including public relations considerations. In some
circumstances, internship programs have been perceived or portrayed as
exploitative or contrary to corporate best practices. However, developed and
implemented in a careful, legal and conscientious fashion, they can be valuable
programs from both the employer’s and the worker’s perspective.

Earlier this year, the federal government set forward a proposal to allow
federally-regulated sectors to establish unpaid internships. The proposed
internships could span up to four months, and would require that the position be
“primarily for the beneﬁt of the student”. The proposal has not been without
controversy, and employers and their legal counsel will no doubt be watching
for further updates with interest.

Miller Thomson LLP - Monique Petrin Nicholson
Fewered by
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moniouweﬁegﬁig Nicholson
Bath Warcholak, Summer Law Student, Edmonton

Many young individuals across the country participate in internships, which are utilized by employers in many
industries, and which are seen by many individuals as an opportunity to gain valuable experience, An area of
particular interest, and possible pitfalls, relates to internship programs that involve unpaid interns. Although
every iurisdiction in Canada has legislation that permits interns in some circumstances to perform work without
compensation, in many parts of the country these situations are limited and these limitations should be noted
carefully by employers, Simply calling a position an “internship” will not w in and of itself be enough to permit
an employer to utilize unpaid interns, and the rights of workers in this regard cannot be simply waived or
avoided by agreement between employer and employee,

-

All “employees", whether working in a provincially or federally regulated sector, are protected by employment
standards legislation. As employers will be aware, this legislation places duties on employers and establishes
minimum standards in respect of a host of matters. However, the legislation also provides for circumstances
where work will be exempted from all or some of these usual standards. These exemptions include, for
example, work that is done by a student as part of an approved education or work experience program, and
individuals receiving necessary hands—on training for certain professions, such as in the medical, engineering,
and legal ﬁelds. it should never be forgotten that, regardless of whether an intern is exempt from certain
employment standards minimums, they will always be protected by health and safety legislation and human
rights legislation in all jurisdictions.

The majority of Canadian jurisdictions have employment standards legislation that includes a broad definition of
"employee”, which could arguably include interns, both paid and unpaid, One interesting exception is Alberta.
The Alberta Employment Standards Code, RSA 2000 c E-9, states that an employee is “an individual employed
to do work who receives or is entitled to wages and includes a former employee”. issues arise as to
potentially circular arguments, wherein the fact of not paying wages appears -— on its face to give rise to an
exemption from the Code, and therefore the right not to pay wages, and not to comply with the Code. lt should
be noted that the courts have held that benefit-conferring legislation, such as the Employment Standards Code,
must be interpreted broadly. Thus, Alberta employers must be careful, and should seek legal advice, in respect
of any unpaid internship,

-

in all jurisdictions, unpaid interns have the right to tile employment standards complaints if they believe that

they should have been paid for their work, or that some minimum legislated employment standard has been
breached. if an employment standards officer’s investigation reveals that the worker was entitled to pay, pacts
pay can be recovered from the company on behalf of the worker. in April of this year, the Ontario Ministry of
Labour conducted a well—publicized blitz of Ontario workplaces, recovering almost $t40,000 in wages owed to
http://www.millerthomson.com/en/blog/canadian—labour-employment-law-blog/working-9-to—5—but-not—making-a-livlng-the?print=1
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-intems across approximateiy 20 workplaces.
Even if a company’s internship program is in compliance with all employment standards legislation, such
programs can give rise to other important concerns for employers, including public relations considerations. in
some circumstances, internship programs have been perceived or portrayed as exploitative or contrary to
corporate best practices. However, developed and implemented in a careful, legal and conscientious fashion,
they can be valuable programs from both the emptoyeris sad the worker’s perspective.

Earlier this year, the federal government set forward a proposal to allow federally-regulated sectors to establish
oopaid internships, The proposed internships could span up to four months, and would require that the position
be “primarily for the benefit of the student”. The proposal has not been without controversy, and employers and
their tegat counsel will no doubt be watching for further updates with interest.
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To Whom

It May Concern:

This is Xavier Powell’s Written Statement of Claim Form.
Re: Estate of Nelson Court File No. lO—PR-16-46

Summary of Events is listed below.
From 12/ 1991 to the end of 1993, I served in an Internship with Kerry
Gordy Entertainment Company, and at the time I was the only Intern.

In Spring 1993, Kerry Gordy and myself were driving to various artist
management companies looking for record production opportunities to
manage an artist. After several attempts to James Brown’s management and
other colleagues . A week passed and Kerry Gordy asked me what I thought
we should do about this artist management venture. A thought is an Idea.
The Idea (Trade Secret) that I pitched (suggested ) to Kerry was to work for
Paisley Park (Prince Rogers Nelson’s company) in Management. I requested
of Kerry Gordy to work alongside him and make money , however Kerry
Gordy made it clear that this was an internship (an unpaid internship). I
asked why it was such a prOblem for me to be paid, and there was no
response or action made to pay me for my work (internship). I was not
properly compensated nor was 1 given industry attribution credit. Two weeks
passed and next think I knew Kerry Gordy was contracted to work for
Paisley Park , Warner Brothers, NPG, and Bellmark Records.

A week later (several

days later) in Spring 1993, I suggested that the
company owner Kerry Gordy work for Prince in Management of his Paisley
Park. The company owner took me up on my Idea (my Intellectual Property
and my Concept). The company owner Kerry Gordy ended up contracting
with Warner Bros, Bellmark, and NPG as well as taking on an Executive
Management position with Paisley Park owned by Prince Rogers Nelson.
This company owner Kerry Gordy never paid me for my Ideas (Trade Secret
) as he made millions from the release of The Most Beautiful Girl in The
World and other Price releases. Kerry Gordy continues in 2016 alter
Prince’s death making money from songs released when he had the position
of Manager in 1993-1997 approx.

I have attached a signed notarized witness statement from Mr. Emerson
.Featherson' AKA
rson Featherstone. This notarized statement 18
“
to the fact
ebruary 1994 release of The Most Beautiful Girl
'

ma.

Xiess

—

WW
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“

happened as a result of Kerry Gordy’s referral of Prince
Rogers Nelson aka the Symbol O-+> to Bellrnark Records who then
released the single “ The Most Beautiﬁll Girl In The World” that sold one
million copies in Europe and 150,000 in the United States.

In The World

The release of “ The Most Beautiful Girl In the Worl ” would not have
happened had not my Trade Secret Idea been acted upon by Kerry Gordy.
According to the most recently cited Unpaid Intern case “ Black Swan’ I am
the Primary Beneﬁciary due to my Intellectual Property Trade Secret Idea
that was used by Kerry Gordy. The details of this Unpaid Internship case are
included in Glatt V. Fox Searchlight Pictures, Inc. , No. 11 Civ. 6784 as well
as the related case Mackown v. twenty-First Century Fox, Inc. No. 13 Civ.
4406. Glatt V Searchlight Pictures, inc., No. 11 Civ. 6784 conﬁrms that
Unpaid Interns are “Primary Beneﬁciaries of the Relationship.”
The next project Kerry Gordy assisted Prince Paisley Park with was the
change of Prince’s name into a symbol.

The release of “ The Most Beautiful Girl In the World “ and the change of
Prince’s name to a Symbol. See article titled , “ Prince wouldn’t take no for
an answer”-Star’s ex-manager pays tribute to ‘multi-talented’ singer’s
incredible business acumen.’ In this article Kerry Gordy admits “he was
there when Prince decided to change his name to a “Symbol”, or to “The

Artist Formerly Known as Prince.”
Since this change of the name took place after Kerry Gordy was hired by
Paisley Park due to my Idea as Intellectual Property ( Trade Secret), I can
“
and will ask for part ownership of that name change the Artist Formerly

Known as Prince.”

In regard to Stateute of Limitations. Statute of Limitations is not a factor in
this matter. The reason is that all my discoveries were and are not known
beforehand. I was not aware that I was damaged until after Prince passed.
My claim falls under the Delayed Discovery Rule.
'tten by. Paul Eisner titled

“

Delayed Discovery

657, 5The second category, delayed accrual, occurs when the plaintiff lacks
sufﬁcient knowledge of the facts to ﬁle the case and depends on the
circumstances. A cause of action accrues when the act is completed and
there is a result for which there is liability. Norgart v. Upjohn Co., 21
Cal.4th 383, 397, 87 Cal.Rptr.2d 453, 981, P.2d 79 (1999). A classic
example of delayed accrual is delayed discovery. In delayed discovery cases,
discovery occurs when the plain- tiff suspects or has reason to suspect a
factual basis, Rivas v. Safety-Kleen Corp, 98 Cal.App.4th 218, 225, 119 Cal.
Rptr. 503 (2002), or actually discovered or by reasonable diligence should
have discovered the existence of a cause of action, Sanchez v. South Hoover
Hospital, 18 Cal.3d. 93, 97, 132 Cal.Rptr. 657,

“Califor—nia is an inquiry notice state when it comes to the Statute of
limitations” in delayed accrual cases. Uniram Technol- ogy, Inc. v. Taiwan
Semiconductor, 617 F.Supp.2d 938, 946 (ND. CA 2007). A plaintiff is
required to investigate and is charged with what a reasonable investigation
would have discovered. Slovensky v. Friedman, 142 Ca1.App.4th 1518,
1529, 49 Cal.Rptr.3d 60 (2006). A suspicion com- bined of any element of a
cause of action combined with knowledge of any remaining element is
sufficient. Grisham v. Philip Morris, USA, Inc., 40 Cal.4th 623, 634, 54;
CalRptr.3d 735, 151 P.2d 1151 (2007). The computation for determining
when the statute of limitations expires in a delayed accrual case differs ﬁom
the computation where the delay in ﬁling a complaint is due to the inability
of a party to sue or be sued.

There are two required elements to show delayed accrual
The
limitations.
In
discovery.
is
delayed
element
discovery case, the plaintiff must

of the

statute

of

ﬁrst
a

delayed

plead that the relevant facts were not and could not be discovered
withdiligence
reasonable
with
in the statutory period. Fox v. Ethicon Endo-Surgery, Inc. , 35
Cal.4th797,809,3 5Cal.Rptr.
797, 110 P.3d 914 (2005). To asserta claim of delayed discovery, the injured party plaintiff needs to be ignorant of the facts
and lack the ability to have earlier discovered the facts, and the com—

plaint needs to plead this ignorance, the lack of discovery, andhow and
.lly discovered. Casualty Insurance Company v.
the facts were
o

a

é

I
O

I
3

Rees Investment Company, 14 Cal.App.3d 716, 720, 92 Cal.Rptr. 857
(1971); also see Kirby v. Albert D. Seeno Const. Co., 11 Cal.App.4th 1059,
1068, 14 Cal.Rptr. 604 (1992).

Delayed Discovery Rule.

"Under the [delayed] discovery rule, the statute of limitations begins to run
when the plaintiff suspects or should suspect that [his or] her injury was
caused by wrongdoing, that someone has done something wrong to [him or]
her" (Jolly v. Eli Lilly & Co. (1988) 44 Cal.3d 1103, 1110).
The delayed discovery suspends (delays, extends, lengthens) the statute of
limitations deadline by not starting the SOL time period until the Plaintiff/
victim discovers (or by the exercise of reasonable diligence should have
discovered), both:

(1) the injuries or harm; and
(2) that was caused by the wrongdoing of the defendant / perpetrator.
See

(Jolly, supra, at p. 1109).

Generally, in "ordinary tort and contract actions," the limitations period
begins when the "last essential element to the cause of action" occurs. (Neel
v. Magana, Olney, Levy, Cathcart‘ and Gelfand (1971) 6 Cal.3d 176, 187),
that is, when the cause of action “accrues,” even if the Plaintiff was ignorant
thereof, and even if he or she did not know the identity of the wrongdoer
(tortfeasor) (Id. at p. 187).

But where it would be manifestly unjust to deprive a plaintiff of a cause of
action before he is aware he or she has been injured, the delay discovery rule
can, in many types of cases, be applied.
The terms "wrong," "wrongdoing" and "wrongful" are to be construed in
their "lay understanding." (See Jolly, supra, at p. 1110, footnote 7). The
"discovery of facts, not their legal signiﬁcance" determines the accrual of a
ing date of the statute of limitations). (Id. at p.
cause of action (i.e.

0, mate

Attached is an article titled
Interns?

,

“

What are the Rules Around having Unpaid

Stated by Steve Hoffman , “
an intem contributes Ideas to your product
but isn’t paid, the intern can claim they own part of it.”

If

Product deﬁned in Intellectual Property terms means

:

Below are three points that I am claiming and asking for compensation
related for “Direct Production of Concept (Idea) that I pitched to Kerry
Gordy to work as manager of Paisley Park. The release of “ The Most
Beautiful Girl In the World” and the name change from Prince to The Artist
Formerly Known As Prince are both Direct Productions of the Concept
(Idea) that myself the plaintiff pitched to Kerry Gordy when I gave him the
Idea to work for Prince’s Paisley Park as Management.
0

am claiming to own monetary proceeds from the release of “ The
Most Beautiﬁil Girl in the World” and the sales that took place on this
single in 1994 of 1 million units in Europe and 150,000units in the
United States. Whatever price that single was sold at that time (1994)
times the number of sales. Avg cost was $10.00 times 700,000 per
Alex Hahn’s recollection of events. This adds up to $700,000. The
notarized witness Emerson Featherson states copies sold were 1
million in the UK. plus an additional 150,000 in the United States.
This will amount to $ 11,500,000.

I

'

I

°

I am claiming a pay scale of Unpaid Internship rate at $ 495

am claiming to own part

of the

name change from Prince to The
Artist Formerly Known as Prince (The Symbol O-+>) simply because
these are two projects (two Products) that Kerry Gordy worked on
during his time of Executive Management of Paisley park in 19931997 Approx.

every two
days the same rate that was determined at settlement for Unpaid Intern
Plaintiffs in the the case has settled for Black Swan, “Glatt v. Fox
Searchlight Pictures, Inc. , No. 11 Civ. 6784.” This amount I’rn
requesting adds up to $495 every two days times (15 days a month) is
$7425 a month for 2 1/2 years . This 21/2 years is ﬁom 12/1991 to
199 to 1993 to 6/ l 4. The amount adds up to $ 222,750.00 ($7425

Causes

of Action

:

There are Seven Causes
1.

of Action in this matter.

Fraud and Intentional Deceit ~Unpaid internship working for zero pay
when this was not the agreement. Kerry Gordy used my concept idea
to work with Paisley Park as a manager my to make lucrative
monetary gain without any comprehensive or industry attribution or
credit to myself Xavier Powell. I am Primary Beneﬁciary of the
Unpaid Internship Relationship and all Product that was created and
released under Kerry Gordy’s employment with Paisley Park (see for
Black Swan, “Glatt v. Fox Searchlight Pictures, Inc. , N0. 11 Civ.
6784.) Any records released and name changes made on behalf of
The Artist Formerly Known as Prince (Prince Rogers Nelson ) while
Kerry Gordy held Executive Management position for Paisley Park is
due to the use of my trade secret Idea pitched to Kerry Gordy to work
for Prince in a Management capacity.

2. Tortious Interference

with Pr03pective Economic Advantages

Kerry Gordy tortuously interfered with the prospective economic
advantages that myself Xavier Powell would have gained through the
production of product from my Concept but did not due to the acts of
misappropriation committed.
3. Misappropriation

of Trade Secrets

intern for
Kerry Gordy Entertainment, my idea for Kerry Gordy to work as
Manager for paisley park held great value within the entertainment
industry and was used to make great ﬁnancial gain With the release of
“ The Most Beautiful Girl In The World” in 1994 February release,
and the Change of Prince’s name to a Symbol.

My trade secret was misappropriated in that

as an unpaid

of Misappropriation in Violation of California Civil code
Sections 3426-3426.11 causing damage of economic harm3 loss of
income, loss of all monetary value, and recognition stemmmg from

Acts

Concept Idea for Kerry Gordy to work as manager for Palsley
1993,

Maﬁa?

.

4. Breach

of Conﬁdence

Myself Xavier Powell made disclosures of my proprietary Concept to
Ken'y Gordy Entertainment expressly in pursuit of a future business
relationship as I did ask to be paid. I communicated my creative
Concept to Kerry Gordy Entertainment pursuant to the standard
customs and practices in the US Entertainment Industry with respect
to the exchange of creative ideas.
5.

Negligent Misrepresentation

Kerry Gordy Entertainment (Kerry Gordy) negligently misrepresented
the fact that he was referred to his position by using my Intellectual
Property Trade Secret Idea to work as Management for Paisley Park.
6. Breach

of implied contract

Kerry Gordy ultimately engaged in the use and production of my
Concept in conscious disregard to my rights under said implied
contract. I myself xavier Powell have not received any legal or
equitable consideration of any kind in any amount at any time from
the Defendants under said implied contract. I , myself Xavier Powell
have communicated to Kerry Gordy that I expect compensation and
formal industry recognition and credit for the use of my Ideas. Under
applicable and governing California law, this expression of
expectation established an implied contractual right to compensation.
Kerry Gordy (Kerry Gordy Entertainment ) has been unjustly enriched
as a result of his wrongfully acquired gains (through an unpaid
internship resulting from the wrongful production use of my Concept.
7.

Unjust Enrichment

My trade secret Idea was used by Kerry Gordy (Kerry Gordy
Entertainment and has enriched Paisley Park, NPG, Warner Brothers,
“
and Bellmark Records due to the release of The Most Beautiful Girl
e change of Prince to a Symbol The Artist
In th World” and the
erly Knownaas

W

Relief Request
1.

2.

3.

4.
5.

6.

:

Request for rightful gains , proﬁts, advantages derived
by Paisley
Park according to the above Causes of Action to include all
accounting for the prospective gains, proﬁts, and advantages
derived and to be derived.
I request that there be established a constructive trust to myself
Xavier Powell’s beneﬁt for payment information , designated
percentages of the proceeds resulting ﬁom the past, current, and
future releases of “The Most Beautiful Girl in the World” and
usage of all trademark that involves the Name Change.
I request the past, present , and future unjust enrichment to myself
Xavier Powell caused by the misappropriation.
I request all special and general damages including exemplary
damages to be paid to myself Xavier Powell.
All attorney fees that will incur due to the retaining of legal
representation, I ask to be paid to the‘attomey that may be retained
in case this entire matter is not reasonably settled.
Such other relief as this court may deem just and equitable.

This case is based on Law and Fact.

***When an employer does not pay an intern while using their Intellectual
Ideas, this creates a Beneﬁciary Relationship.

1, Xavier Powell own this
Beneﬁciary Relationship . I contributed to Kerry Gordy’s employment as
Executive Manager of Paisley Park as a product, and as a result my Idea
contributed product for Prince’s Paisley Park with business information that
provided his company Kerry Gordy Entertainment and Prince’s Paisley
Park with a business edge that he Kerry Gordy used to further Paisley Park’s
Interests. I was not paid , therefore I may claim ownership of all that my
Idea produced. California Trade Secret Law protects Ideas, Information I
provided was speciﬁ and secret. Altavion Inc. v. Konica Minolta sys.
4th 26
. App.
oratory, Inc., 22
(2014),)

Please review the attached documents.

I have emails from the company
owner Kerry Gordy admitting that I worked with him and
did an internship.
I was never paid. I have emails attached that he admits that I gave-him
this
Idea to work for Paisley Park in Management.
My Intellectual Idea was
stolen by the company owner Kerry Gordy of
Kerry Gordy Entertainment
whom I Intemed for, and in fact has generated millions
of dollars actually
adding Monetary Interest to the now current Paisley
Park today valued at
$300—$500 million or more.
y be reached at 31

‘Oc

5-4042. Ms. Xavier Powell

Notarized Letter from
Emerson Featherson Regarding the
Release and Sales of “ The Most
Beautiful Girl In The World “ by The
Artist Formerly Known as Prince 0--+>

Excerpt and Sales from Book
by Alex Hahn re: Sales
“ The Most Beautiful Girl In The World “
by The Artist Formerly Known as
Prince O-+>

[33(4)

June 25, 2016

To Xavier A. Powell and Whom It May Concern:

I

serve as a witness to the release

Girl

In. The

of Prince “The Most Beautiﬁil

World” release orchestrated by Kerry Gordy and

Bellmark Records CEO Al Bell. Kerry Gordy referred Prince to Al

Bell of Bellmark Records to release “The Most Beautiful Girl In
The World.” Warner Brothers Records didn’t want to release

Prince’s music at the time. “The Most Beautiful Girl In The World
_“sold

1

million units in Europe and 150,000 units in the United

States- The song “The Most Beautiful

Girl In The World” became

at the time after release February 1994 a Billboard Pop Charts #2

Hit.
Sincerely Yours,

awn-gum
Mr. Emerson Featherson (Driver’s License)
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Kerry Gordy
From" Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Kerry Ashby Gordy (born June 25, 1959) is a music
industry executive and a member of the Gordy family of
Motown fame. He is the son of Motown records founder
B erry G ordy an d th e brother

.

,Born

June'25, 1959

-

of Singer and rapper Redfoo.

Detroit, Michigan

Origin

Detroit, Michigan, US.

Genres

R&B, soul, pop

E
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Early years
Gordy was born in Detroit, Michigan the same year that his father, Berry Gordy, Jr., founded Motown Records.
Gordy was brought home from the hospital to live in the historic home that housed the Hitsville Motown
Recording Studios on West Grand Blvd. which was renamed Berry Gordy Jr. Blvd. Gordy’s mother, Raynoma,
was a child prodigy in music and played eleven instruments and introduced him to music. Gordy followed in his
mother’s footsteps and plays several instruments as well.
Gordy lived with his mother until the age of 13 and then moved to Los Angeles with his father Berry. He
attended Beverly Hills High School with Benny Medina. Years later Medina created the TV show Fresh Prince
of Bel—Air; a semi-autobiographical TV sit com loosely based on Gordy inviting Medina to move into the
Gordy Estate in Bel Air when they were teenagers. Later the two wrote and produced records together for
Motown and founded a teen idol band called Apollo for the Motown Records label. Teena Marie was originally
in the group as the female lead, but dropped out before the band released their ﬁrst single for Motown entitled
Astra Disco.

Professional career
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kerry_Gordy
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Gordy's career began in 1973 working in the Motown Records mailroom. The early years of his career were
spent in various administrative and creative capacities. Then in 1979, he released an album on Motown as a
member of the group, Apollo. By the 19805, he was known professionally as Kerry Ashby to separate himself
at Motown from his father. He also worked as a writer and producer for various up and coming artists.

Later Gordy was promoted to the position of Director of A&R, where he worked on projects with artists such as
The Temptations, The Four Tops, Rick James and Billy Preston among others. He also worked on compilation
albums for Diana Ross and Michael Jackson. He became a Senior Executive for the Gordy Company (his
father’s company after selling Motown) in 1988 where he was responsible for supervising Business Affairs,
A&R, Product Development, Administration and Personnel. Between 1991 and 1993 Gordy alsoconsulted for
Al Bell’s independently distributed label, Bellmark Records.
In 1993, Gordy became the VigYPrcg/i‘dggt of two divisions for Paisley Park Records, A&R and Artist
Development, (a joint venture between Time-Wang and the superstar “Prince”). He produced and co-wro
George Clinton’s comeback hit “Paint the White House Black” utilizing icons of the rap and rock community
such as Platinum artists Ice Cube, Dr. Dre and the Red Hot Chili Peppers. The following year, he orchestrate a
joint venture between Prince’s N.P.G. label and Bellmark Records. This union again yielded a world wide # l
smash single, “The Most Beautiful Girl In The World.”

Gordy served as Vice President of A&R for Warner Bros. Records Black Music Division, where in 1995 the
R.I.A.A. (Recording Industry Association of America) awarded him with Gold records on Zapp and Roger's
"All the Greatest Hits" and Prince's "Come" Album. His production of “I’m Looking Out For You,” was the
theme song for “Real Stories of the Highway Patrol.” It was broadcast six nights a week in over 190 markets,
including CBS in Los Angeles and also aired on the REAL TV Network.
He managed Rick James from 1996 until Rick died in 2004. Prior to that, in 1994, Gordy Kerry negotiated and
obtained a three—act production deal with Interscope Records joint venture partner B-Rite Records. The ﬁrst
release from that venture (Gospel Gangstaz) enjoyed success.

Other ventures
In 2003 Gordy signed a deal with Clear Channel Entertainment to produce his company’s ﬁrst theatrical. He
also signed a worldwide deal with the William Moms Agency to be represented in that arena.
In 2004 Gordy co-founded Siebers Style with exercise guru Debbie Siebers who earlier that year struck a deal
with Beachbody to sell the Debbie Siebers Slim in 6 rapid weight loss program. Debbie also became the ﬁtness
expert on the prime time reality show The Swan on Fox. Gordy negotiated two book deals for Debbie with
Silverback Publishing entitled “Energy Boost” and “Nutritional Makeover”. Gordy also started a ﬁfty item
clothing line for Debbie in conjunction with the Romar Group.

Gordy consults the “Writers Collective” and has also consulted for Stevie Wonder.
In 2007, Gordy founded Kerry Gordy Enterprises, LLC, an intellectual property and branding company focused
in entertainment. He has signed Debbie Siebers, Clark Anderson, and Reggie Benjamin to his company. He also
closed a publishing deal for his long-time client, partner, and friend, Bruce Fisher, songwriter of several number
one hits including the You Are So Beautiful with Evergreen Publishing.
httpsz/len.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kerry_Gordy
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In 2008, Gordy teamed up with John Davis, to produce two urban genre movies.
In 2012, Gordy contributed to writing and executive producing on the entire season's episodes of the television
series The Jadagrace Show.

Family
The fourth eldest child of Berry Gordy, Kerry's paternal half-siblings are:
Hazel Joy Gordy
Berry Gordy IV
Terry James Gordy
Sherry Gordy
Kennedy William Gordy
Rhonda Suzanne Gordy
Stefan Kendal Gordy (Redfoo of LMFAO)

Kerry has three maternal half-siblings from his mother Raynoma Mayberry:

I Cliff Liles, son of Charles Liles and Raynoma Mayberry
I William Edward Singleton, Jr., son of Edward Singleton and Raynoma
I

Rya Singleton, daughter of Eddie and Raynoma

Kerry has one daughter named Juliet Gordy.
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Kerry Gordy's Client, Debbie Siebers, One of America‘s Top 12 Fitness Experts of All Time [2]
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APR“. 22, 2016 BY HELLOMAGAZINECOM

conic iandmarks around the world were iit up in purple to honour Prince, who
sadly died on Thursday, while stars have been expressing their sadness on Twitter
and lnstagram. Among those who have paid tribute is Prince's former manager
Kerry Gordy.

Speaking about the 57-year-old, Kerry said: "He was a great songwriter, he was a great
producer, he was a great arranger and he was a great musician.

"Not only was he a guitar player, he was a keyboard player, he was a drummer, he was a
bass player, he did all of the instruments and he did all of the arrangements."

CLICK TO ViEW GALLERY
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Prince's former manager said: "He will be remembered for a person who was truly
mum-talented"

Kerry added to Good Morning Britain: "He was a total talent as opposed to people who
just do one thing... he did everything. He will be remembered for aperson who was truly

multi-talented."

STARS PAY TRIBUTE TO PRINCE

in 1993 Prince famously changed his stage name to an unpronounceable symbol, also

known as the 'Love Symbol'.
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"The reason why he did it was he felt that Warner Brothers owned him and he didn't want
to be owned," explained Kerry. "He felt that they owned the name Prince and that they

dictated when he could release a record, when he coUld not release a record and he
didn't want anybody to own his name.

”Therefore he decided, 'l'm dropping my name and l'm going to release records when
want to release records and l‘m going to do what l want)"

I

Apart from Prince's legacy. his former manager also praised the When Doves Cry singer
for his business acumen.
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The When Doves Cry singer died at the age of 57

"First of all I got to meet him before he became a star," said Kerry. "When he was out
trying to become a star when he ﬁrst got his deal with Warner Brothers Records.

"I didn‘t start running his company until long after that but once he became a star, it was

amazing and he had incredible business acumen. He deﬁnitely wanted to own his music,
his copyrights and his masters."

Prince, full name Prince Rogers Nelson, sadly died on Thursday at his Paisley Park

studio in Minnesota. His publicist conﬁrmed the news and an investigation is currently
underway.

We: this selection
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'Prince wouldn't take no for an answer':
Star's ex-manager pays tribute to 'multi-

talented' singer's incredible business
acumen'
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Kerry Gordy also told Good Morning Britain the real reason why
Prince changed his name
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Prince's ex-manager Kerry Gordy has paid tribute to the late Purple Rain singer, saying
he 'wouldn't take no for an answer'.

The 57-year-old singer was

hi Pai

morning and tributes have been pouring in ever since.

SNACK

Gordy,who managed Prince’s record label, joined Kate Garraway and Ben Shepherd
via a video link from Los Angeles and said the singer ”had a fantastic run”.
Kerry said: “He was amazing.

it was truly a fantastic run that we had."
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Kerry Gordy reveals all

Speaking of Prince's reign at the top, Kerry added: 'He was a great songwriter, he was
a great producer, he was a great arranger and he was a great musician. Not only was
he a guitar player, he was a keyboard player, he was a drummer, he was a bass player,
he did

all of the instruments and he did all of the arrangements.

total talent as opposed to people who just do one thing... he did
"
everything. He will be remembered for a person who was truly mum-talented.
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Speaking about Prince’s reason for wanting to change his name during his career,
Kerry revealed: 'l was there when he decided to change his name to a symbol or to

‘the artist formerly known as Prince' and the reason why he did it was he felt that
Warner Brothers owned him and he didn't want to be owned.
"He

felt that they owned the name Prince and that they dictated when

he could

release a record,when he could not release a record and he didn't want anybody to
own his name.Therefore he decided,‘l'm dropping my name and i'm going to release
records when

i

want to release records and l’m going to do what i want.”
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Prince wouldn't take no for and answer, reveals Kerry Gordy

Speaking about the legacy Prince has left behind. Kerry said: "First of all i got to meet
him before he became a star,when he was out trying to become a star when he ﬁrst

got his deal with Warner Brothers Records.
"I didn't start running his company until long after that but once he became a star, it
was amazing and he had incredible business acumen he deﬁnitely wanted to own his

music,his copyrights and his masters.
"He wouldn't take no for an answer and the R&B acts before him never really owned

their own music... and then Prince showed them how that they could now start
owning their own copyrights and music and sound recordings."
“

Good Morning Britain airs on weekdays from 63m - 8.303m,
.

.
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I
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si09:9maingerm9,5!sadathle—mimeeglezhe(geese???) was ﬁlled with
sexual tension and provocative lyrics, he was an unlikely sex symbol.
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The ﬁve-foot two-inch singer purposefully left people guessing about his

sexuality.
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gage?) he always had a beautiful woman by his
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Kerry Gordy, Prince's manager in the 1980s, told IE: "Prince really had his
pick of the litter. He would go to the club and tell his people, 'Bring that girl
over here!‘ And if that girl had talent - it was on!"
Denise Katrina Matthews was an unknown back-up dancer when Prince
fell for her. He invented her name. Vanity, and she appeared on the cover of
Rolling Stone with him in 1983.

Help families

"She was so beautiful,” Gordy said. "He knew he could make
something
around her.”
,

affected by.
Typhoon Haiyan in”
the Phiiippines

They wrote the script for the ﬁlm, Purple Rain, together but broke up just
before filming began. Apollonia replaced her in the movie and she and

Prince quickly became an item.

Foilowing the success of the ﬁlm, he made her the front woman of the girl
band Apollonia 6. The band recorded the song "Manic Monday,” which was

written by Prince. It would later become a global smash thanks to The
Bangles in 1986.
By 1985, she left Prince's camp and launched a solo career.

One of the great loves of his life was drummer Sheila E. He proposed to
her onstage, she wrote in her autobiography, The Beat of My Own Drum.
She told IE: "I was playing "Purple Rain," one of my favorite songs, I looked
at him, he looked at me and he asked me to marry him at that exact

moment."
But their relationship didn't last and they were broken up by the end of the
19803.

Singer Prince Found Dead At His
Minnesota Home, Age 57
(/headlines/15982-singer-prince-found-deadat-his-minnesota-homeage—57) f y? es:

Prince was married twice. His ﬁrst wife was dancer Mayte Garcia. They
tied the knot on Valentine’s Day 1996 when she was 22 and he was 37.
They had a baby boy, Boy Gregory, but the baby died from a genetic brain
disease just one week after he was born. The marriage fell apart in 2000.
in 2001, Prince married Manuela Testolini, who worked for his charity.

They were divorced ﬁve years later.
His appetite for beautiful women seemed insatiable. in 1989, he had a
World is Bathed in Purple for
Prince As His Sister Says: Thank
You For Loving Him‘

brief relationship with actress Kim Basinger before her marriage to Alec
Baldwin.
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ﬁlm, Batman, which starred Michael Keaton as the comic book hero.

,
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Prince is also rumored to have had an affair with Madonna when they
.
worked together In 1995.
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Carmen Electra, who dated Prince In the 19905. is also paying tribute to

Grace Kelly‘s Granddaughter Stuns
in Photo Shoot. 4,

her‘tormer lover,

(http://www‘insideedition.com/headlines/ii
grace-kellys—granddaughter—stuns-in-
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-----------------------------------------------Husband Finds His Wife In Bed
2
With Another Man
(http: //www. insideedition com/headlines/11530husband- ﬁnds--his- wife——in bed- with-another"

man-bites-oft‘partof-his-ear)

days-before-his-death-report)
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"He gave me my name, he believed in me, I will always love him," she said
in a Statement

Prince Was Treated For a Drug
Overdose Just Days“

gliié/mt'rgiﬂiefél'3333523513333

Read: ﬁastin TImberlake Katy Perry I._ead Tnbutes to Prlnce 'The World

‘

3998 But one relationship didn't work out so well, even on a professional level.
Prince wrote “Nothing Compares 2 U” for Sinead O'Connor, which became

................................................
:

a monster hit in the early 90$.

Mom Killed Her 17-Month-0ld
Daughter By Giving...

http://www.insideedition.com/headlines/16008-how—prince-met—beautiful-women-and-made-them-into-stars
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Beautiful Women and Made Them into Stars - inside Edition

3::(http //www insideedition. com/headlmes/ 11682mom kme d hep” month old daughter by
giving “her methadone-tO-help her-sleep)
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The two apparently hated each other and according to the Irish singer, they
met just once and it ended In a ﬁstﬁght.
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Days
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iEVENUEs UP
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RAB reports overall
rues rose 9% during
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of ’93, national
expenditures for
ed 12.9% over last

Lawmakers snip Broadcaster Tax
Into Proposed Federal Budget
Hollings, Dingell propose $95 million fundraiser for FCC Operations
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Motown Records has been ac
quired from Boston Ventures by
the Dutch entertainment con—
glomerate PolyGram for $301
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David Simme
has been elevated to Sr. VP/

Linda Murdock has been promoted to Sr. Director/Nailmal cm Promotion at Polyenm Label
Group. She'll continue to be baed in Los Angelee,

Business Affairs
at Capitol Records. He’ll oversee all aspects of
Capitol’s Malt administration, as
well as the company’s business
and legal affairs.

sight into dealmg’
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managers, and lawyers,” remark»
ed Capitol President/CEO Gary

Gemh“ﬂisexpandedrolewillalso
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Priority Records Director/Promotion Eric
Brooks has been elevaed to the newly created Exec,
DirectorlPl'omolion post at the Hollywwd-Med
label, Hewitt beresDOHSiblelordlradioandvideo
promotion 31d head a staff of regional promotion
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PLG' Exec. VP John Barbie noted, "Unda's
acoompeshmenls in promoting PLG artists are many md
we‘re pleased she'll be making a1 increasingly impor~
tent contribution to this growing company”
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Although P099 John Paul II is slated to visit Denver on August 12, KRFX
(The Fox) decided to bless the city with the Pontiﬁ’s presence a on early -—
in the term of celebrity double Gene Greylalr. The station rented security
guards and limousines. which drove the “Holy Father" around town —- even
to a fast‘food restaurmt's drive-tom window! Ready to make their confessions are OM/PD Jack Evans (I) and Promotion Director Mike DePriest.
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Important Xavier Powell Requested Letter - Xavier Powell

Re:

7/19/16 10-50 PM

.'er Powell Requested Letter

I

erry Gordy
Tue 7/19/2016 4:51 PM

?:;:xap17@hotmail.com <xap17©hotmail.com>;

vier Powell <xap17@hotmail.com>
rry Gordy <kgeent@aol.com>
: Tue, Jul 19, 2016 11 :54 am
ject: Re: Important Xavier Powell Requested Letter

reetings Kerry ,
I'm glad back in Spring/Summer of 1993 that I suggested that you go work for Paisley Park (P ince). My
suggestion turned out to be an awesome opprtunity for you.
Xavier Powell

Gordy <ggeent@aol.com>
016 8:00 PM
Sent: Friday, Ma
To:_:g_g;1@hotmail.com
Subject: Re: Important Xavier Powell Requested Letter

What you have below is not a recommendation letter
----- Original Message----From: Xavier Powell <x_§p17@hotmail.com>
To: Kg <ggeent@aol.com>
Cc: ﬁgrry©KerryGordycom <k_eg_ry@kerrygordy.com>
Sent: Mon, May 9, 2016 11 :03 am
Subject: RE: Important Xavier Powell Requested Letter
Hi Kerry,

Wow I love that photo of you and Michael.
The email is great; however,

I

really need my version on letterhead. You can pdf me a letterhead copy of what I pasted and

httpsz/loutlookJive.com/owa/7viewmodel=ReadMessageltem&|tem...ttAAAAFrckOAAAA%SD&lsPrintView=1&wid=51&ispopout=1&path=

Page

1

of 4

Reulmportant Xavier Powell Requested Letter - Xavier Powell

7/19/16, 10:50 PM

attached below. Thanks so much in appreciation.

Xavier

Tor Xavier ﬂ. ’Poweﬂ'
{Recommendation Letterfor {Music {Business Career ‘Position
To Wﬁom Qt may Concern

Ms. Powell is exceedingly bright, erudite, very well trained as an Intern for my company Kerry
Gordy Entertainment / Records from 12-1991 to 12-1993. Skills that Xavier Powell acquired
while interning at Kerry Gordy Entertainment/Record’s include Creative Assistant duties as
myself Kerry often called her ” my Suzanne Depasse.” l compliment Xavier Powell’s extra
talent and creativity. Quote,” I, Xavier am appreciative of the opportunity to see Kerry Gordy
acquire a position with Paisley Park Records as A& R and Artist Development. I learned ﬁrst
hand from the Professional in Kerry Gordy. This experience has allowed me to start my own
Radio Station this year 2016 as l have acquired the drive and motivation from Kerry Gordy -an

extraordinary person.”
Count Ms. Xavier Powell among that special number—she’s got the gift. She will make an
outstanding Creative Assistant in the Music Business profession and Radio, and l
enthusiastically present her to you as a great addition to your team.
Date: Mon, 9 May 2016 06:46:14 -0400
From: kgeent©aotcom
To: x_a_p17@hotmail.com

CC: ﬁemr©KerryGordycom
Subject: Re: important Xavier Powell Requested Letter

Whom it may concern,
Xavier Powell is brilliant. She worked directly for me as my personal assistant back in the 903.
She's fastidious, punctual, cordial, personable, honest and loyal.
She always completed her tasks and projects with ﬂying colors
Her motto while working for me was, "No job too, big no job too small" and she meant it.
I could not give someone a higher recommendation. Call me at 310-274—4059 if you need any further
assistance.
Sincerely,
ﬁelIYmGordM

Click the link attached to my name above or paste the URL below:
https:”outlook.live.com/owal?viewmodel=ReadMessageltem&ltem...ttAAAAFrckOAAAA%3D&isPrintView=1&wid=51&ispopout=1&path=

Page 2 of 4

Re! lmportan't Xavier Powell Requested Letter - Xavier Powell

7/19/16 10:50 PM

mpsz/lvimeocom/t65670031
Password: catie
----- Original Message----From: Xavier Powell <xap17@hotmail.com>
To: Kg <_Iggeent@aol.com>
Sent: Mon, May 9, 2016 12:08 am
Subject: FW: Important Xavier Powell Requested Letter

From: Lap‘l'lCcotmaiLcom
To: kgeent@aol.com

Subject: RE: Important Xavier Powell Requested Letter
Date: Mon, 9 May 2016 00:08:11 -0700

Greetings Kerry
I

finally ﬁnished the letter I need on your letterhead. I have attached it and pasted a copy below.

Thank You
Xavier Powell

(For Xavier
rRecornmencfa’a’on

52L

Tow/veil

Letterfor ‘Music {Business Career Tosi’a’on

To Whom

it may Concern

Ms. Powell is exceedingly bright, erudite, very well trained as an Intern for my company Kerry
Gordy Entertainment Records from 12-1991 to 12—1993. Skills that Xavier Powell acquired
while interning at Kerry Gordy Entertainment/Record’s include Creative Assistant duties as
”
myself Kerry often called her my Suzanne Depasse.” | compliment Xavier Powell’s extra
talent and creativity. Quote,” I, Xavier am appreciative of the opportunity to see Kerry Gordy
acquire a position with Paisley Park Records as A& R and Artist Development. I learned ﬁrst
hand from the Professional in Kerry Gordy. This experience has allowed me to start my own
Radio Station this year 2016 as I have acquired the drive and motivation from Kerry Gordy -an

/

extraordinary person.”
Count Ms. Xavier Powell among that special number—she’s got the gift. She will make an
outstanding Creative Assistant in the Music Business profession and Radio, and l

https://outlook.live.com/owa/7viewmodel:ReadMessageltem&ltem...ttAAAAFrckOAAAA%SD&IsPrintView=1&wid=51&ispopout=1&path=

Page 3 of 4

RE:

lmportaht Xavier Powell Requested Letter

Date: Sat, 30 Apr 2016 06:01:35
From: kgeent@aol.com
To:

—

7/19/16, 11:50 AM

Xavier Powell

0400

xapi7@hotmail.com

Subject: Re: important Xavier Powell Requested Letter

what will you be doing
----- Original Message----From: Xavier Powell <xap17@hotmail.com>
To: Kg <‘kgeent@aol.com>
Sent: Fri, Apr 29, 2016 3:30 pm
Subject: Important Xavier Powell Requested Letter

Greetings Kerry Gordy,
This is Xavier

.

l

received an offer to work for a company in Radio , and

they want a recommendation letter about my internship from 1991 -1993....
Please inform. You may send the letter by email
I

.

may be reached at 310-465-4042..

https://outlook.live.com/owa/7viewmodel=ReadMessageltem&lteml...ymb63xttAAAlupAAAA&lsPrintView=1&wid=50&ispopout=1&path=

Page 2 of 2

Re: Xavier.- Xavier Powell

Re:

7/19/16, 11:49 AM

Xavier

Kerry Gordy
Sat 3/12/2016 10:30 PM

To:xap17@hotmail.com <xap17@h0tmail.com>;

I‘m cool.

Hope everything is going good for you. You're still special to me.
kg

----- Original Message----From: Xavier Powell <xap17@hotmail.com>
To: kgeent <kgeent@aol.com>
Sent: Sat, Mar 12, 2016 4:28 pm
Subject: Xavier
Hi Kerry

,

How are you? Hello to you and family. Call me sometimes

. I

miss coming to the parties to see everyone.

Xavier
31 0-465-4042

https://outlook.live.com/owa/?viewmodel=ReadMessageltem&ltem...ymb63xdhtAAAAoLQAAAA&IsPrintView:1&wid=4&ispopout=1&path=
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Outiookcom Print Message
5/12/16, 10:10 PM

‘

Print

-

Clese

Re: Important Xavier Powell Requested Letter
From:
Sent:
"‘90:

{fer

Xavier Powell is brilliant. She worked directly for me as my personal assistant back in the 903.
She's fastidious, punctual, cordial, personable, honest and loyal.
She always completed her tasks and projects with ﬂying colors
Her motto while working for me was, "No job too, big no job too small" and she meant it.
could not give someone a higher recommendation. Call me at 310-274—4059 if you need
any
further assistance.
I

Sincerely,

Kerry Gordy

Click the link attached to my name above or paste the URL below:

https://vimeo.com/165670031
Password: catie

----- Original Message----From: Xavier Powell <xap17@hotmail.com>
To: Kg <kgeent@aol.com>
Sent: Mon, May 9, 2016 12:08 am
Subject: FW: Important Xavier Powell Requested Letter

From: m17@hotmail.com
To: kgeent@aol.com

Subject: RE: Important Xavier Powell Requested Letter
Date: Mon, 9 May 2016 00:08:11 -0700

Greetings Kerry:
I

finally finished the letter I need on your letterhead. l have attached it and pasted a copy below.

Thank You
httpszl/con30.mail.live.com/ol/mail.mvc/PrintMessages?mkt=en-us
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Ouﬁookcom-‘Print Message

5/12/16, 10:10 PM

“Xavier Powell

Tor Xavier 9L

{POM/elf

Recommendation Letterfor {Music Business Career Tosin’on

To WHom

it may Concern

Ms. Powell is exceedingly bright, erudite, very well trained as an Intern for my company
Kerry Gordy Entertainment /Records from 12-1991 to 12—1993. Skills that Xavier Powell
acquired while interning at Kerry Gordy Entertainment/Record’s include Creative Assistant
duties as myself Kerry often called her ” my Suzanne Depasse.” | compliment Xavier
Powell’s extra talent and creativity. Quote,” i, Xavier am appreciative of the opportunity to
see Kerry Gordy acquire a position with Paisley Park Records as A& R and Artist
Development. i learned ﬁrst hand from the Professional in Kerry Gordy. This experience
has allowed me to start my own Radio Station this year 2016 as l have acquired the drive
and motivation from Kerry Gordy -an extraordinary person.”
Count Ms. Xavier Powell among that special number—she’s got the gift. She will make
an outstanding Creative Assistant in the Music Business profession and Radio, and |

enthusiastically present her to you as

a

great addition to your team.

Date: Sat, 30 Apr 2016 06:01 :35 -O400
From: lggeent@aol.com
To: _x_a_pt7@hotmail.com

Subject: Re: Important Xavier Powell Requested Letter

what will you be doing
----- Original Message----From: Xavier Powell <x_ap17@hotmail.com>
To: Kg <nent@aol.com>
Sent: Fri, Apr 29, 2016 3:30 pm

Subject: important Xavier Powell Requested Letter

Greetings Kerry Gordy,
This is Xavier

. I

received an offer to work for a company in Radio , and

they want a recommendation letter about my internship from 1991 -1993....
Please inform. You may send the letter by email
https://col130.mai|.live.com/ol/mail.mvc/PrintMessage37mkt=en—us

.

Page 2 of 3

Ouraooksom‘brint Message

.»

5/12/16 10-10 PM

a

I

may be reached at 310-465-4042..

https://col130.maiLlive.com/ol/mail.mvc/PrintMessages?mkt=en-us
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Outlook.com Print Message

5/12/16

Print

.

10—11

PM

Close

RE: Important Xavier Powell Requested Letter

To:
LC:

Hi Kerry,
Wow I love that photo of you and Michael.
The email is great; however, I really need my version on letterhead. You can pdf me a letterhead copy of
what I pasted and attached below. Thanks so much in appreciation.

Xavier

{For Xavier 9L rPowelT

{Recommendation Letterfor ‘Music {Business Career ‘Posia'on

To Whom

‘lt may Concern

Ms. Powell is exceedingly bright, erudite, very well trained as an Intern for my company
Kerry Gordy Entertainment / Records from 12-1991 to 12-1993. Skills that Xavier Powell
acquired while interning at Kerry Gordy Entertainment/Record’s include Creative Assistant
”
duties as myself Kerry often called her my Suzanne Depasse.” | compliment Xavier
Powell’s extra talent and creativity. Quote,” I, Xavier am appreciative of the opportunity to
see Kerry Gordy acquire a position with Paisley Park Records as A& R and Artist
Development. I learned ﬁrst hand from the Professional in Kerry Gordy. This experience
has allowed me to start my own Radio Station this year 2016 as I have acquired the drive
and motivation from Kerry Gordy -an extraordinary person.”
Count Ms. Xavier Powell among that special number—she’s got the gift. She will make
an outstanding Creative Assistant in the Music Business profession and Radio, and

httpszl/con30.mail.Iive.com/o|/mail.mvc/PrintMessages?mkt=en—us
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enthusiastically present her to you as

a

great addition to your team.

Date: Mon, 9 May 2016 06:46: 14 -0400
From: kgeent@aol.com
To: xapl7@hotmail.com
CC: Kerry@KerryGordy.com
Subject: Re: Important Xavier Powell Requested Letter

Whom it may concern,
Xavier Powell is brilliant. She worked directly for me as my personal assistant back in the 905.
She's fastidious, punctual, cordial, personable, honest and loyal.
She always completed her tasks and projects with ﬂying colors
Her motto while working for me was, "No job too, big no job too small" and she meant it.
l could not give someone a higher recommendation. Call me at 310-274-4059 if you need any
further assistance.
Sincerely,

ﬁerce/mesa
Click the link attached to my name above or paste the URL below:

https://vimeo.com/165670031
Password: catie

----- Original Message----From: Xavier Powell <xap17@hotmail.com>
To: Kg <kgeent@aol.com>
Sent: Mon, May 9, 2016 12:08 am
Subject: FW: important Xavier Powell Requested Letter

From: ﬁgt7@hotmail.com
To: kgeent@aol.com

Subject: RE: Important Xavier Powell Requested Letter
Date: Mon, 9 May 2016 00:08:11 -0700

Greetings Kerry.
I

finally finished the letter I need on your letterhead. l have attached it and pasted a copy below.

Thank You
Xavier Powell

Tor Xavier 52L ‘Poweff
httpszl/con30.maiI.live.com/ol/mail.mvc/PrintMessages?mkt=en-us
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rRecommencfatt’on Letterfor ‘Music Business Career {Position

To Whom {It may Concern

Ms. Powell is exceedingly bright, erudite, very well trained as an Intern for my company
Kerry Gordy Entertainment /Records from 12-1991 to 12-1993. Skills that Xavier Powell
acquired while interning at Kerry Gordy Entertainment/Record’s include Creative Assistant
duties as myself Kerry often called her ” my Suzanne Depasse.” I compliment Xavier
Powell’s extra talent and creativity. Quote,” I, Xavier am appreciative of the opportunity to
see Kerry Gordy acquire a position with Paisley Park Records as A& R and Artist
Development. I learned ﬁrst hand from the Professional in Kerry Gordy. This experience
has allowed me to start my own Radio Station this year 2016 as l have acquired the drive
and motivation from Kerry Gordy -an extraordinary person.”
Count Ms. Xavier Powell among that special number—she’s got the gift. She will make
an outstanding Creative Assistant in the Music Business profession and Radio, and I

enthusiastically present her to you as

a

great addition to your team.

Date: Sat, 30 Apr 2016 06:01 :35 -0400
From: Iggeent@aol.com
To:

xgpt7©hotmailcom

Subject: Re: Important Xavier Powell Requested Letter

what will you be doing
Original Message----From: Xavier Powell <x__a_pt 7@hotmail.com>

—————

To: Kg <kgeent@aoi.com>
Sent: Fri, Apr 29, 2016 3:30 pm

Subject: Important Xavier Powell Requested Letter

Greetings Kerry Gordy,
This is Xavier

. I

received an offer to work for a company in Radio , and

they want a recommendation letter about my internship from 1991 -1993....
Please inform. You may send the letter by email
I

.

may be reached at 310-465-4042..

httpsz/lcon30.mail.Iive.com/oI/mall.mvc/PrintMessages’?mkt=en-us
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Close

Re: Important Xavier Powell Requested Letter

(kge"'. .

. - uy
From: Ke
'
Sent: F
/13/16 8:00 PM
To:
xap 1 7 @hotmail .com

com)

What you have below is not a recommendation letter
----- Original Message----From: Xavier Powell <xap17@hotmail.com>
To: Kg <kgeent@aol.com>

Cc: Kerry@KerryGordy.com <kerry@kerrygordy.com>
Sent: Mon, May 9, 2016 11 :03 am
Subject: RE: Important Xavier Powell Requested Letter
Hi Kerry,

Wow I love that photo of you and Michael.
The email is great; however, I really need my version on letterhead. You can pdf me a letterhead copy of what I pasted
and attached below. Thanks so much in appreciation.

Xavier

Tor Xavier ﬁL ’Poweif
ﬂecommencfation Letterfor ’Music Business Career Tosia’on
To Whom

it may Concern

Ms. Powell is exceedingly bright, erudite, very well trained as an lntern for my company
Kerry Gordy Entertainment Records from 12—1991 to 12-1993. Skills that Xavier Powell
acquired while interning at Kerry Gordy Entertainment/Record’s include Creative Assistant
”
duties as myself Kerry often called her my Suzanne Depasse.” l compliment Xavier
Powell’s extra talent and creativity. Quote," I, Xavier am appreciative of the opportunity to
see Kerry Gordy acquire a position with Paisley Park Records as A& R and Artist
Development. I learned ﬁrst hand from the Professional in Kerry Gordy. This experience
has allowed me to start my own Radio Station this year 2016 as l have acquired the drive
and motivation from Kerry Gordy -an extraordinary person.”

/
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Count Ms. Xavier Powell among that special number—she’s got the gift. She will make
an outstanding Creative Assistant in the Music Business profession and Radio, and l

enthusiastically present her to you as

a

great addition to your team.

Date: Mon, 9 May 2016 06:46:14 -0400
From: kgeent@aei.com
To: gp17@hotmail.com

CC: ﬁgy®KerryGordycom
Subject: Re: Important Xavier Powell Requested Letter

Whom it may concern,
Xavier Powell is brilliant. She worked directly for me as my personal assistant back in the 905.
She's fastidious, punctual, cordial, personable, honest and loyal.
She always completed her tasks and projects with ﬂying colors
Her motto while working for me was, "No job too, big no job too small" and she meant it.
I could not give someone a higher recommendation. Call me
at 310-274-4059 if you need any
further assistance.
Sincerely,
Kerry Gordy

Click the link attached to my name above or paste the URL below:

htts/vimeocom/‘l 65670031
Password: catie

----- Original Message----From: Xavier Powell <x_g,91 7@hotmait.com>
To: Kg <i_<geent@aol.com>
Sent: Mon, May 9, 2016 12:08 am

Subject: FW: Important Xavier Powell Requested Letter

From: Lam 7@bgtmail.cgm
To:

kgeentalcom

Subject: RE: Important Xavier Powell Requested Letter
Date: Mon, 9 May 2016 00:08:11 -0700

Greetings Kerry.
I

.

finally finished the letter I need on your letterhead. l have attached it and pasted a copy below.

Thank You
Xavier Powell

httpszl/col130. mail.live.com/oI/mail.mvc/PrintMessages?mkt=en-us
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’For Xavier 52L ‘Powell
{Recommendation Letterfor Music Business Career Tosition

To Whom

it may Concern

Ms. Powell is exceedingly bright, erudite, very well trained as an lntern for my company
Kerry Gordy Entertainment Records from 12-1991 to 12-1993. Skills that Xavier Powell
acquired while interning at Kerry Gordy Entertainment/Record’s include Creative Assistant
duties as myself Kerry often called her ” my Suzanne Depasse." l compliment Xavier
Powell’s extra talent and creativity. Quote,” I, Xavier am appreciative of the opportunity to
see Kerry Gordy acquire a position with Paisley Park Records as A& R and Artist
Development. I learned ﬁrst hand from the Professional in Kerry Gordy. This experience
has allowed me to start my own Radio Station this year 2016 as l have acquired the drive
and motivation from Kerry Gordy -an extraordinary person.”
Count Ms. Xavier Powell among that special number—she’s got the gift. She will make
an outstanding Creative Assistant in the Music Business profession and Radio, and l

/

enthusiastically present her to you as

a

great addition to your team.

Date: Sat, 30 Apr 2016 06:01 :35 -0400
From: kgeent@aol.oom
To: gap17@hotmail.com
Subject: Re: lmportant Xavier Powell Requested Letter

what will you be doing
----- Original Message----From: Xavier Powell «@17@hotmail.com>
To: Kg <_lggeent@aol.com>
Sent: Fri, Apr 29, 2016 3:30 pm
Subject: Important Xavier Powell Requested Letter

Greetings Kerry Gordy,
This is Xavier

.

I

received an offer to work for a company in Radio , and

they want a recommendation letter about my internship from 1991 -1993....
Please inform. You may send the letter by email

https://col130.mail.live.com/ol/mail.mvc/PrintMessages?mkt=en—us
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Re:'lmportant Xavier Powell Requested Letter - Xavier Powell

Re:

7/19/16 11:54 AM

important Xavier Powell Requested Letter

Kerry Gordy
Fr:

5/13/2016 8:00 PM

Te:xapl7@hotmail.com <xap17©hotmail.com>;

What you have below is not a recommendation letter
----- Original Message----From: Xavier Powell <xap17@hotmail.com>
To: Kg <kgeent@aol.com>
Cc: Kerry@KerryGordy.com <kerry@kerrygordy.com>
Sent: Mon, May 9, 2016 11 :03 am
Subject: RE: Important Xavier Powell Requested Letter
Hi Kerry,

Wow I love that photo of you and Michael.
The email is great; however, I really need my version on letterhead. You can pdf me a letterhead copy of what I pasted and
attached below. Thanks so much in appreciation.

Xavier

{For Xavier

Toweff
Recommendation Letterfor ’Music {Business Career Tosiu’on
To Wﬁom

52L

it may Concern

Ms. Powell is exceedingly bright, erudite, very well trained as an Intern for my company Kerry
Gordy Entertainment Records from 12-1991 to 12-1993. Skills that Xavier Powell acquired
while interning at Kerry Gordy Entertainment/Record’s include Creative Assistant duties as
”
myself Kerry often called her my Suzanne Depasse.” l compliment Xavier Powell’s extra
talent and creativity. Quote,” I, Xavier am appreciative of the opportunity to see Kerry Gordy
acquire a position with Paisley Park Records as A& R and Artist Development. i learned ﬁrst
hand from the Professional in Kerry Gordy. This experience has allowed me to start my own
Radio Station this year 2016 as l have acquired the drive and motivation from Kerry Gordy -an

/

extraordinary person.”
https://outlook.live.com/owa/?viewmodelzReadMessageltem&lteml...ymb63xttAAAlnXAAAA&|sPrintView=1&wid=66&ispopout=1&path=
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Re: lmportaht Xavier Powell Requested Letter - Xavier Powell

Re:

L

7/19/16, 10:50

W

important Xavier Powell Requested Letter

Kerry Gordy
338 71/19/2016 4:51 PM

To:xap17@hotmail.com <xap17@hotmail.com>;

nice

----- Original Message----From: Xavier Powell <xap17@hotmail.com>
To: Kerry Gordy <kgeent@aol.com>
Sent: Tue, Jul 19, 2016 11 :54 am
Subject: Re: Important Xavier Powell Requested Letter

Greetings Kerry ,

l'm glad back in Spring/Summer of 1993 that I suggested that you go work for Paisley Park (Prince). My
suggestion turned out to be an awesome opprtunity for you.
Xavier Powell

From: Kerry Gordy <nent@aol.com>
Sent: Friday, May 13, 2016 8:00 PM
To: ﬂp_1_7_@hotmail.com

Subject: Re: important Xavier Powell Requested Letter

What you have below is not a recommendation letter

----- Original Message-—--From: Xavier Powell <,x_a,p17@hotmail.com>
To: Kg <_lggeent@aol.com>
Cc: KeLry@KerryGordy.com <&e_r_ry@kerryg_o_rgy.com>
Sent: Mon, May 9, 2016 11 :03 am
Subject: RE: Important Xavier Powell Requested Letter
Hi Kerry,

Wow I love that photo of you and Michael.
The email is great; however,

I

really need my version on letterhead. You can pdf me a letterhead copy of what I pasted and

https://outlook.Iive.com/owa/?viewmodel=FteadMessageItem&ltem...dhWhzAAAAAFrckOAAAA%3D&lsPrintView=1&wid=51&ispopout=1&path=
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7/19/16, 10:50 PM

attaChed below. Thanks so much in appreciation.

Xavier

ﬂ

Tor Xavier Towelf
{Recommendation Letterfor Music ’Business Career {Position
To Whom ‘Jt may Concern

Ms. Powell is exceedingly bright, erudite, very well trained as an Intern for my company Kerry
Gordy Entertainment Records from 12-1991 to 12—1993. Skills that Xavier Powell acquired
while interning at Kerry Gordy Entertainment/Record’s include Creative Assistant duties as
myself Kerry often called her ” my Suzanne Depasse.” I compliment Xavier Powell’s extra
talent and creativity. Quote,” I, Xavier am appreciative of the opportunity to see Kerry Gordy
acquire a position with Paisley Park Records as A& R and Artist Development. I learned ﬁrst
hand from the Professional in Kerry Gordy. This experience has allowed me to start my own
Radio Station this year 2016 as I have acquired the drive and motivation from Kerry Gordy -an

/

extraordinary person.”
Count Ms. Xavier Powell among that special number—she’s got the gift. She will make an
outstanding Creative Assistant in the Music Business profession and Radio, and l
enthusiastically present her to you as

a

great addition to your team.

Date: Mon, 9 May 2016 06:46:14 -0400
From: kgeent@aol.com
To: ~>g<1=1_p17@hotmail.com

CC: ﬂy@KerryGordy.com
Subject: Re: Important Xavier Powell Requested Letter

Whom it may concern,
Xavier Powell is brilliant. She worked directly for me as my personal assistant back in the 90s.
She's fastidious, punctual, cordial, personable, honest and loyal.
She always completed her tasks and projects with ﬂying colors
.
Her motto while working for me was, "No job too, big no job too small" and she meant it.
could not give someone a higher recommendation. Call me at 310-274-4059 if you need any further
assistance.
I

Sincerely,

Keel/“60rd!
Click the link attached to my name above or paste the URL below:
https://outlook.live.com/owa/?viewmodel=ReadMessageltem&ltem...dhtAAAAAFrckOAAAA%30&IsPrintView=1&wid=51&ispopout=1&path=
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Fox unpaid intern case is drawing to a close with proposed settlement - LA Times

7/14/16, 11:19 PM
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Fox unpaid intern case is drawing to a close with
proposed settlement

*

wcrked as an unpaid intern en Fox Searchﬁg’m Pictures “Black Swan.“ He sued the studio aﬁeging it vioiated the Fair
Labor Standards Act. {Jeanna Roberts ,i For The Times}
{323% 4%)

By .§}anie§

Miﬁer

JULY12,2016,7:10 PM

labor lawsuit that was instrumental in prodding Hollywood studios and production companies to
reconsider how they treat interns is headed toward a resolution.

Unpaid interns who had worked at Fox Searchlight Pictures ﬁled a lawsuit ﬁve years ago alleging
the company violated the Fair Labor Standards Act by not paying them for their work. Now a proposed classaction settlement has been reached in the case, according to court documents ﬁled Tuesday in US. District

Court in New York.

http://www.latimes.com/entertainment/envelope/cotown/la-et-ct-fox-interns-legal-case-20160712-snap-story.html
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Fox unpaid intern case is drawing to a close with proposed settlement - LA Times

7/14/16, 11:19 PM

“Having decisively prevailed in our appeal, Fox wishes to put this matter completely behind us. We will
refocus on a return to our proud history of offering dynamic, educational internships,” said Chris Petrikin,

chief communications ofﬁcer for 20th Century Fox Film, the studio unit of the media giant.
Glatt, 46, said he was disappointed with the appellate court’s decision, and had considered petitioning the

US. Supreme Court.

“I ﬁrmly believe that the 2nd Circuit panel got it wrong, even just as a matter of law,” said Glatt, who now is
an attorney working for the American Civil Liberties Union in Anchorage.
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The lead plaintiffs, however, stand to‘ ‘- .-

-

-

-

'

oney if the settlement is approved. Glatt would receive

$7,5’00, Footman would get $6,000 and another plaintiff, Eden Antalik, would pocket $3,500.
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Under terms of the settlement, which requires approval by U.S. District Judge William Pauley, media giant
21st Century Fox would compensate former unpaid interns who worked at some of its entertainment
divisions. Most of the interns in the class would receive $495 apiece, while three lead plaintiffs would be
awarded $3,500 to $7,500.

Eric Glatt and Alex Footman, two interns who had worked on Fox Searchlight's “Black Swan” movie, sued in
2011, alleging the studio violatéxi minimnm wage laws during the making of the Darren Aronofsky—
directed drama. They sought back pay and damages for themselves and an unspeciﬁed number of other
interns.

After Glatt and Footman ﬁled their lawsuit, similar cases were brought against NBCUniversal, Viacom,
Warner Music Group and Condé Nast. Each company negotiated multimillion-dollar settlements with their

former workers. They now pay their interns, or have abandoned their programs altogether. (Fox now pays its
interns, too.)
Glatt, in an interview Tuesday, said it made sense to settle the case and avoid “the uncertainty and expense
of a tria .”

“It was the right thing to do, the responsible thing to do, rather than slug it out for the personal interest in
having the court say I was right,” Glatt said.
The case had several twists and turns. In 2013, the plaintiffs scored a surprise victory when Pauley sided

with them in a summary judgment. The judge wrote that “Searchlight received the beneﬁts of [the interns']
unpaid work, which otherwise would have required paid employees.”
His ruling cited the U.S. Department of Labor's six legal criteria for unpaid internships. The guidelines say
that unpaid internships should be “similar to training which would be given in an educational environment,”
among other standards.
The interns’ victory was short-lived. Fox appealed and the U.S. 2nd Circuit Court of Appeals in New York
vacated Pauley’s ruling last year. Circuit Court Judge John Walker found the six criteria to be “too rigid” to

apply in the case. Instead, he said a different standard should apply. “The proper question is whether the
intern or the employer is the primary beneﬁciary of the relationship,” he wrote.
The plaintiffs had sought a rehearing with the 2nd Circuit Court of Appeals, but the request was denied in

February. That sent the case back to federal court in New York, eventually leading to discussions of a

settlement.

http://www.latimescom/entertainment/envelope/cotown/la—et-ct—fox-interns-Iegal-case-ZO160712-snap-story.html
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Fox Settles ‘Black Swan’ Interns Lawsuit After
Five Years
By Dominic Patten on Jul 12, 2016 3:37 pm

Fox Searchlight

After a half—decade of ﬁghting the Black Swan interns lawsuit, Em; said today that it has
reached a settlement in the case that changed Hollywood. The deal puts the studio in the
company of NBCUniversal, Lionsgate, Viacom and ICM Partners among those that have
opted to settle such complaints rather than go to trial.
“On July 8, 2016, the Plaintiffs Eric Glatt, Alexander Footman, Eden Antalik, and
Kanene Gratts and Defendants Fox Searchlight Pictures, Inc. and Fox Entertainment
Group, Inc., by their respective counsel of record, ﬁled with this Court a Settlement
Stipulation,” said the proposed settlement order today (read it hem)

If approved, the settlement would see all those who interned at Fox Entertainment
Group, Fox Filmed Entertainment, Fox Networks Group and Fox Interactive Media in
the ﬁrst nine months of 2010 and those who had the unpaid gig at the NYC ofﬁces of said
Fox entities from 2005-10 get about $495 each. Original plaintiffs Eric Glatt and Alex
Footman would get $7,500 and $6,000 and Eden Antalik — who joined the case when an
L

http://deadlinecom/ZOl6/07/black-swan—intem-lawsuit—fox-settles-1201785666/
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'
Fox Settles ‘Black Swan’ Interns Lawsuit After Five Years - Deadline

This article was printed from http: //deadline.com/ 2016/ 07/b1ack-swan-intern—lawsuit—
fox-settles—1201785666/

.
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Statement in Article Regarding Rules
of Unpaid Interns

Attached is an article titled , “ What
are the Rules Around having Unpaid
Interns?
Stated by Steve Hoffman , “ If an
intern contributes Ideas to your
product but isn’t paid, the intern can
claim they own part of it.”

SEARCH

What are the rules around having unpaid interns?
QUESTION:

What are the rules around having unpaid interns? We’re a San Francisco startup. Are
we allowed to legally bring on interns without paying them?
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Founders Space
in California, you must pay your interns at least minimum
wage, unless the internship you are offering qualifies as part
of an educational course. in most cases, the jobs interns are
given do not qualify and i wouldn’t risk it.

it may vary state--to~state, but to
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on the safe side, you
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don’ t have to worry about getting in trouble with the Labor
Department. Also, by paying interns in a work- for-hire
Captain Hoff
arrangement, you help avoid any disputes over intellectual
property. For example, if an intern contributes ideas to your
product but isn‘t paid, the intern can claim they own part of it. This can be areal
headache down the road.
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Lastly, check out this article in the NY Times:
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hope this helps!
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Do you happen to Know the exact lath/code that detans that you must pay
your interns at least minimum wage? l was just hired for an "unpaid"
internship by a start up in SF and l’d like to have the exact proof with me
V
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when I approach the subject. Thanks!

http ://www.foundersspace.com/team/what-are-the-rules-around-having-unpaid-interns/
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Prince Name Change 1993

Pn'nce Changes his Name to an Unpronounceable Symbol
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The 25 Boldest Career Moves In Rock History
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Fwd: Unpaid interns are beneﬁciaries
From: Powell, Xavier (xavier.powell.39@my.csun.edu)
Sent: Mon 5/09/16 12:45 AM
~i‘o:

xapl7@hotmail.com

---------- Forwarded message ————-——--From: Powell, Xavier <xavier,pgweli .3969 glycerin .edu>
Date: Sun, May 8, 2016 at 4:42 PM
Subject: Unpaid interns are beneﬁciaries
To: 3apl7©hgtmaiiggm

Unpaid Interns Who Are “Primary
Beneﬁciaries” Of The Relationship Are
Not Employees Under The FLSA
By Tony Oncidi on July 28th, 2015
Posted in Employment Law Notes
Glatt et al.

v.

Fox Searchlight Pictures, Inc. et al., 2015 WL 4033018 (2d Cir. 2015)

Plaintiffs Eric Glatt and Alexander Footman were retained as unpaid interns on the Fox Searchlightdistributed ﬁlm Black Swan; Plaintiff Eden Antalik interned at Fox Searchlight’s corporate ofﬁces in New
York City. Glatt and Footman sued for unpaid wages (minimum wage and overtime) under the federal Fair
Labor Standards Act (“FLSA”) and the New York Labor Law, while Antalik moved to certify a class of
unpaid interns who were retained at certain Fox corporate divisions in New York and a nationwide FLSA
collective of unpaid interns retained by those same divisions nationwide. The district court granted summary
judgment in favor of Glatt and Footman, concluding they had been improperly classiﬁed as unpaid interns
rather than employees, and granted Antalik’s motions to certify the class of New York interns and to
conditionally certify the nationwide FLSA collective. The United States Court of Appeals for the Second
Circuit reversed the district court, holding that the proper question is whether the intern/employee in
question is the “primary beneﬁciary” of the relationship. The Court of Appeals concluded that in the context
of unpaid internships, a “non-exhaustive set of considerations” should be used, including the reasonable
https://col130.mail.Iive.com/ol/mail.mvc/PrintMessages?mkt=en-us
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eipectatiorss of the parties, the training opportunities available to the intern, the connection to a formal
education program, the limited duration of the relationship, etc., and that “no one factor is dispositive and
every factor need not point in the same direction...” The Court also reversed the certiﬁcation of the class
and the FLSA collective because the district court had “misconstrued our standards for determining when
common questions predominate over individual ones.” See also Wang v. The Hearst Corp., 2015 WL
4033091 (2d Cir. 2015) (same).
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Date: Sun, May 8, 2016 at 4:59 PM
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——————————
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Primary Beneﬁciary” Test
etermines Employee Status of
Unpaid Interns, Federal Appeals
Court Rules
By Paul DeCamp. Richard I. Greenberg and Noel
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How should an employer determine whether unpaid interns at a for-proﬁt emplo
Labor Standards Act entitled to compensation for services provided?

According to the US. Court of Appeals for the Second Circuit, in New York, “the proper question is whe
primary beneﬁciary of the relationship.” Glatt v. Fox Searchlight Pictures, 1116., et (11., Nos. 13-4478-cv, 1
Second Circuit has jurisdiction over Connecticut, New York, and Vermont.

The interns urged the Court to adopt a test granting them employee status whenever the employer receive
The Department Of Labor, in a friend-of—the—court brief in support of the interns, argued that each of the

3

Sheet must be present for the intern to avoid qualiﬁcation as an employee. The defendants-employers, on

nuanced primary beneﬁciary test.

Siding with the employers, the Second Circuit held that “the proper question is whether the intern or the

6

relationship,” identifying two signiﬁcant features of the test. First, it “focuses on what the intern receives
Second,

it “accords courts the ﬂexibility to examine the economic reality

as

it exists between the intern at

The Court provided the following non—exhaustive set of considerations, none of which alone is dispositiw

l.

The extent to which the intern and the provider of the internship clearly understand that there is no e

compensation, express or implied, suggests that the intern is an employee.
2. The extent to which the internship provides training similar to that which would be given in an educ:
and other hands-on training provided by education institutions.

The extent to which the internship is tied to the intern’s formal education program by integrated cow
The extent to which the internship accommodates the intem’s academic commitments by correspond
O\LIIJ>~UJ

The extent to which the internship’s duration is limited to the period in which the internship provide:
The extent to which the intern’s work complements, rather than displaces, the work of paid employehttpssllcon30.mail.live.com/ol/mail.mvc/PrintMessages?mkt=en-us
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beneﬁts to the intern.
.

7. The extent to which the intern and the provider of the internship understand that the internship is cor
the conclusion of the internship.

Such a ﬂexible standard, the Court said, “reﬂects a central feature

of the modern intemship—the relations

formal education.”

In addition, the Court vacated the district court’s certiﬁcation of a class action under New York law and a
deemed issues relating to classiﬁcation of the interns too individualized to permit certiﬁcation either unde

(which governs the procedure and conduct of class actions suits brought in federal court) or even the lenit
of a coliective action under the FLSA.

The Court explained that even where a provider of internships has a policy of replacing paid employees Vi
every intern would prevail on a claim that he or she was an employee under the primary beneﬁciary test. '

Court said. Even “assuming some questions may be answered with generalized proof,” the Court held, “tl
questions requiring individualized proof.”

collective action certiﬁcation under the FLSA, the Second Circuit observed that “courts rr
intern’s experience” and that such analysis may be sufﬁcient to ﬁnd that unpaid interns are not similarly s

Similarly,

as to

certiﬁcation.

Providers of internships, of course, should continue to be vigilant in reviewing their classiﬁcations of indi

Jackson Lewis attorneys are available to answer inquiries regarding this and other workplace developmer
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NOLO OFFICIAL TEMPLATEUnpaid Interns: Do You Have an
Unpaid Wage Claim? Find out if you should be getting paid for
your internship. Need Professional Help? Talk to a Lawyer. Zip
Code: Get Started By Lisa Guerin, J .D. Share on Google Plus Share
on Facebo
From: Xavier Powell (xap17@hotmail.com)
Sent: Mon 5/09/16 12:28 AM
3‘0:
Xavier Powell (xapl7@hotmail.com)

Unpaid Interns: Do You Have an Unpaid
Wage Claim?
Find out if you should be getting paid for your internship.

Need Professional Help? Talk to a Lawyer.

ifiri‘ier

Zip Code

.-

Grief

Sfarteé

l

By Lisa Guerin, JD.

if you’re working as an intern, you’re not alone. Many college students and recent
graduates take unpaid internships to learn new skills, enter a new profession, or
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'Simply get a foot in the door at the company or in the industry where
they hope to

work.
But simply calling work an “internship” doesn’t relieve your employer of the legal
obligation to pay you for your time. While public employers, nonprofits, and other
charitable organizations are permitted to have unpaid internships, strict rules apply to
private, for-profit companies. The general rule is that workers must be paid at least the
minimum wage, as well as overtime for extra hours. if an private employer wants you
to work for free, it must provide you with a genuine educational and training
experience. Otherwise, you have the right to be paid.
This article explains how the Department of Labor decides whether a job qualifies as
an internship and what to do if you think you should be getting paid.

Rules for Internships
internships can be an amazing learning experience; unfortunately, they can also be a
form of exploitation, in which employers take advantage of young people desperate
for work. To crack down on illegal internship programs, the federal Department of
Labor has come up with a six-part test to determine whether a job really qualifies as
an internship, for which the intern need not be paid. if your job doesn’t meet these
requirements, it isn’t a legal internship.
o

o

a

The work is similar to training that would be given in an educational
environment. The more classroom or academic work involved, the more likely a job
will be classified as an internship. For instance, if the work is part of a college class
for which the student is getting credit, it is more likely to be an internship. Similarly,
work that trains the intern for a variety of jobs in the field, rather than simply to work
for that employer, is more likely to be considered an internship.
The work benefits the intern, not the employer. if the intern is simply carrying out
the usual work of the employer (by, for example, tiling papers, dealing with
customers and clients, running errands, or acting as an administrative assistant),
the employer is the primary beneficiary of the internship. An intern who is doing the
same type of work that paid employees do, or who performs work that contributes
to the employer's service or product, is probably entitled to compensation.
The intern isn’t. displacing regular employees and is closely supervised by the
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company. A company that replaces paid employees with unpaid interns, or brings
on unpaid interns during busy periods to supplement its paid staff, likely should be
paying its interns. Similarly, if an intern is subject to the same supervision as regular
employees, the intern probably should be paid. On the other hand, if the internship
is mainly job shadowing under the close supervision of company employees in
order to learn about their job functions (and not actually producing work), the
internship can likely be unpaid.
o The employer doesn’t get any immediate benefit
from the intern’s work. In fact
the employer may even find its work occasionally hampered by the internship. An
employer that is truly providing training, shadowing, and instruction to an intern
might be a bit slowed down by these activities, for example. On the other hand, an
intern that is simply performing regular work for the employer starts to look more
like an employee that should be paid.
- The intern is not necessarily promised a job at the end of the internship. A true
internship is a for a fixed period of time, with no guarantee of a job at the end of the
internship. Someone who is expected to work an unpaid “trial period” before
getting hired on as a regular employee is likely not an intern.
o The company and the intern understand that the internship is unpaid. An
employer can't hire you as a regular employee and then later tell you that the work
will be unpaid, for example.

1

If Your Job Doesn’t Qualify as an internship
Does your internship meet all of the requirements above? if not, you may be entitled to
all of the protections of regular employment, including at least the minimum hourly
wage, overtime, paid breaks (it provided by your state), and more.

Depending on the laws of your state, you may be entitled to the following damages:

.

Unpaid minimum wage. You may be entitled to at least the federal minimum wage
of $7.25 for each hour worked, including certain travel time and training time. If your
state or local government has set a higher minimum wage, as many do, you are
entitled to the higher hourly wage. (Find out your state's rules at State Wageartg
Hour Laws).

0

.

Meal and rest breaks. Some states require employers to provide meal and rest
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breaks, some of which must be paid. You are entitled to your regular wages for
any
paid breaks, as well as any unpaid breaks that you had to work though. And, in
some states, you can receive penalties for not receiving your meal and rest breaks.
- Unpaid overtime. if you worked more than 40 hours in a week, you are entitled to
one-and-a-half times the applicable minimum wage. Some states also have a daily
overtime standard (for example, you may be entitled to overtime if you worked more
than eight hours in one day) or other overtime requirements.
0 Payday and final paycheck violations. The laws of
many states require you to be
paid at certain intervals (for example, twice per month). Many states also have rules
on when employees must receive their final paychecks (for example, at the time of
separation or at the next regular payday). An employer that violates these rules may
owe penalties.
To find

out more, see Do You Have an Unsaid Wage Ciaim?

it you believe you should have been paid for your internship, talk to an employment
lawyer right away. A lawyer can go through the facts of your case to determine
whether you are legally entitled to be paid. A lawyer can also explain the various
strategies available to try to get your unpaid wages, including writing a demand letter
to your employer, filing a wage claim with your state’s labor department, or filing a
lawsuit. To learn more about how a lawyer can help you with your claims, see ﬂoats,
‘af’iaaas: {30 You Need a Lawyer?
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Unpaid journalism internships: Employers react to wave of legal
challenges
From: Xavier Powell (xap 17 @hotmail .com)
Sent: Fri 5/06/16 10:15 PM
To:
Xavier Powell (xap17@hotmail.com)

Unpaid journalism internships: Employers re

legalchaﬂenges
By Frank i..-oMonte Published 08/04/15 10:19am! Email
1

1

Print @Reprint this story
1

b
When two college graduates sued Fox Searchlight Pictures in September 2011 demanding
unpaid wages for internships that included such “educational” tasks as making coffee and

taking out garbage, they ﬁred a shot heard around the media industry. That lawsuit drew
nationwide attention to the questionable legality of making unpaid interns do menial work that a
paid employee would otherwise do.
Across the country, media companies are facing legal action from former interns disgruntled
over working without pay, particularly those who worked with the hope of turning the unpaid
position into salaried employment. Hearst Corp. and Gawker are among the media giants

who’ve been targeted by former interns seeking back pay.
in October 2014, NBCUniversal paid $6.4 million to settle a class—action lawsuit brought on
behalf of several thousand former unpaid interns. Then in March 2015, media conglomerate
Viacom (which owns MTV and BET, among other high—proﬁle properties) agreed to a $7 .2
million settlement with attorneys representing more than 1,000 former intems.2
1

Unpaid internships are in no way unique to journalism. A survey published by the research ﬁrm
intern Bridge found that more than 51 percent of students did unpaid internships, and more than
https://co|130.mai|.live.com/oI/mai|.mvc/PrintMessages?mkt=en-us
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half did not receive academic credit for the experience. 3 But employers in the news and
entertainment ﬁelds have been targeted in a recent wave of lawsuits questioning the widespread
practice of asking interns to work without compensation.
The nonproﬁt investigative news service, ProPublica, shone a national spotlight on the
widespread use of unpaid intern labor in a series of stories spanning 20 13— 1.4 about what the
authors called “the intern economy.” 4The series pointed out that not only are internships
commonly unpaid, but students who want to receive academic credit are required to register as
if registering for any other academic course, meaning that students are actually paying money to
do work.

When is it permissible for a news organization to maintain unpaid intern positions? And what
are the legal risks to interns who agree to work without pay? This article summarizes recent
legal developments that are causing some observers to predict that the end of the unpaid

internship is not far away.

Employment law basics

A federal statute, the Fair Labor Standards Act (referred to as the “FLSA”), requires employers
to pay their employees at least the federal minimum hourly wage (which is currently $7.25). 5 It
also requires overtime pay at a rate of 150 percent (“time-and—a~half”) of the regular wage for
V

hours that an employer requires an employee to work beyond 40 per week.6

But not everyone who shows up at a workplace is covered by the FLSA. To be entitled to
receive overtime pay and minimum wage, the worker must qualify as an “employee” at a
workplace with $500,000 or more in annual gross sales. 7
The FLSA does not contain an “intern exemption.” But if an employer can prove that an intern
is not legally an “employee” at all that the intern is part of an educational program and not
just doing the work of a regular paid employee — then the intern can be paid less than minimum

-

wage. Or nothing at all. Ironically given recent events, one
cases interpreting what

of the earliest US. Supreme Court

it means to be an “employee” under the FLSA also involved Hearst — at

that time, in a dispute with Los Angeles “newsboys” who peddled the company’s papers on the
street.

The National Labor Relations Board, which is the federal agency with power to enforce
compliance with the FLSA, ruled that the newspaper sellers were “employees” even though the
employer carefully avoided using that term. The NLRB looked beyond how the job was labeled
and focused on how

it was actually performed. The Supreme Court analyzed the substance of

the working relationship and agreed that the NLRB’s decision wasjustiﬁed:
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['Tlhe designated newsboys work continuously and regularly, rely upon their earnings for the
support of themselves and their families, and have their total wages inﬂuenced in large measure
by the publishers, who dictate their buying and selling prices, ﬁx their markets and control their
supply of papers. Their hours of work and their efforts on the job are supervised and to some

extent prescribed by the publishers or their agents. Much of their sales equipment and
advertising materials is furnished by the publishers with the intention that it be used for the
publisher's beneﬁt. 8
The Department of Labor issued a “fact sheet” in April 2010 that sets forth criteria similar to
those the Supreme Court applied in the Hearst Publicationscase that will determine whether a

position is “employment” for which minimum wage must be paid:
The internship, even though it includes actual operation of the facilities of the employer, is
similar to training which would be given in an educational environment;
1.

2. The internship experience is for the beneﬁt

of the intern;

3. The intern does not displace regular employees, but works under close supervision

of

existing staff;
4. The employer that provides the training derives no immediate advantage from the activities
of the intern; and on occasion its operations may actually be impeded;
5. The intern is not necessarily entitled to

ajob at the conclusion of the internship; and

6. The employer and the intern understand that the intern is not entitled to wages

spent in the internship.

for the time

9

in simple English, the Department has told employers that the more ajob looks like a job and
not like a training experience, the more likely the worker will be entitled to receive overtime
and minimum wage.
in deciding whether the FLSA does or does not apply to a particular working relationship,
judges will look at the “economic reality” of the complaining employee’s situation. 10 The most
important consideration is who is the “primary beneﬁciary” of the work being done.11 If the
work appears primarily to be for the educational beneﬁt of. the intern, then the position is
unlikely to be covered by the FLSA. But if the primary beneﬁciary is the employer —
particularly if the interns are doing work that is also being done by paid employees (or was,
before they were laid off) then the job should qualify for minimum wage and overtime.
——

When “free labor” is legal
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'Once arperson qualiﬁes as an “employee,” then the person is presumed to be entitled to the
protection of the FLSA, including the right to be paid the minimum wage and time—and—a-half
for mandatory overtime hours. But Congress has carved out certain industry—speciﬁc
exemptions even for people who’d otherwise be covered by the FLSA as “employees.” If a
dispute arises, the burden of proof is on the employer to demonstrate that a position is exempt
from the FLSA. 12

A government agency, such as a state college or university, has more leeway to use unpaid
intern labor because of an exemption for “public agency volunteers.” The Labor Department
says it’s legal for a government agency not to pay a volunteer as long as the work meets certain
standards: ( l.)vit must have a charitable or civic purpose, (2) there must be no promise or
expectation of pay, (3) the work must be performed freely and without pressure and (4) the

work must not be the same type of work that the “volunteer” is already doing for pay. 13 (In
other words, an employee cannot “donate” unpaid hours of work at her regular job; the
volunteer work must be of a different type, such as a librarian who volunteers on weekends to
plant trees.)
The FLSA also has a targeted exemption that applies speciﬁcally to newspapers with circulation
of less than 4,000, 14 so an intern for a small—town weekly paper would have no legal right to
demand minimum wage or overtime pay. However, if a chain of small newspapers is under the
same management with shared editorial content, then their circulation will be combined and
may put the newspaper over the 4,000 threshold, meaning that workers are entitled to overtime
and minimum wage.15

Unpaid interns ﬁght back
in September 201 l , former Fox Searchlight interns Eric Glatt and Alexander Footman ﬁled suit
in federal court in New York alleging that they should have been compensated as employees for

their work on the crew of the Academy Award—winning motion picture, “Black Swan.” The suit
claimed that the interns did work with no educational or training purpose, indistinguishable
from the work of regular employees ~ except for the paycheck.
The interns won a favorable ruling in June 2013 from ajudge in the Southern District of New
York. Judge William H. Pauley ruled that the movie studio was, legally, the interns’ “employer.”
Even though the interns worked in name for a different corporate entity, Fox Searchlight

exercised “effective control” over their work and therefore could be held liable under the FLSA

their employer. The judge also allowed the lawsuit to proceed as a class action on behalf of
ﬁve years’ worth of interns not just with Fox Searchlight but with all of its Fox—owned sister
corporations, potentially hundreds of plaintiffs.
as
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That ruling is being appealed to the Second Circuit US. Court of Appeals, where lawyers
presented arguments in January 2015. No decision has yet been issued.
The Fox Searchlight lawsuit triggered a wave of similar cases around the country, many
targeting media companies that for years have relied on unpaid interns to research news stories,
produce TV broadcasts, manage social-media accounts and do other substantive work. Interns
have readily taken on these positions for years in hopes of turning the “apprenticeship” into
full—time employment, or at least making the connections that

will lead to a post—graduation job.

At the same time the Second Circuit heard arguments in the Glatt case, the judges also heard a
comparable case against Hearst Corp. brought by a former intern with Harper ’3
Bazaar magazine. In that case, unlike in Glatt’s, the district court refused to" allow the former
intern, Xuedan Wang, to bring her claims as a class action. (Class actions are signiﬁcantly more

intimidating to employers, and more rewarding to plaintiff ’s lawyers, because unlike in a
traditional lawsuit, the rights of potentially thousands of people with similar claims are all
decided at once.)

No salary = no legal rights?

if it were not frustrating enough to work without compensation, a New York court made life
even more discouraging
1120.,

for unpaid interns in a 2013 ruling,

Wang v. Phoenix Satellite TV US,

involving sexual harassment claims against a television production company.

The plaintiff, Lihuan Wang, worked as a television copywriter and on—air reporter during an
unpaid internship while a graduate student at Syracuse University. Wang complained that her

supervisor grabbed and propositioned her, and that she was rejected for full~time employment
because she refused to accompany the harasser on a weekend trip to Atlantic City. 16

A US. district judge threw out Wan g’s harassment complaint — brought under New York state
law, which is nearly identical to the better—known federal Title VII gender discrimination law
on the grounds that Wang did not meet the deﬁnition of an “employee” because she received no
pay. In other words, regardless of how strong her proof that she was harassed on the basis of
sex, Wang was disqualiﬁed as an unpaid intern from bringing a claim. l7 (Wang was allowed,
however, to proceed with a claim that the broadcaster refused to hire her for not submitting to
sexual advances, since a failure—to—hire claim logically does not require proof of being an
“employee.”)

-

While startling and seemingly unjust to many, the court’s ruling was consistent with the view of
most federal appeals courts nationwide — that protection against on—the—job harassment or
discrimination ﬁrst requires proof that the worker received “substantial compensation” for the
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work. isBeing vulnerable to harassment without an obvious legal remedy is yet another hazard
of the unpaid internship.

The marketplace responds
Alarmed by the wave of litigation, many employers have begun voluntarily paying their interns
to avoid being next in the legal crosshairs. One Virginia employment-law expert told
Bloomberg BNA that the unpaid internship “has been regulated virtually out of existence” at
for—proﬁt companies, although charitable and governmental employers continue
offering unpaid
positions. l9
indeed, ProPublica reported that, after the Labor Department threatened to bring an
enforcement action against the outdoor sports magazine, Outside, on behalf of 28 former
interns, the magazine responded by simply dropping its intern program and hiring more entry—
level editors instead .20
One ﬁnal complicating factor that may weigh in employers’ design of intern programs is the
obligation under the federal Affordable Care Act to offer health coverage to employees who

work 30 hours per week or more. Although short—term temporary employees do not qualify for
coverage, an intern who is paid and works six months or more is probably enough of an
“employee” to be covered by the ACA. An employer who fails to offer coverage to the
federally mandated percentage of workers can face hefty ﬁnes. Consequently, the incentive
under the health—care law will be to keep internships unpaid and of short duration.

Regulators, too, are beginning to take notice. After a wave of public outrage over Lihuan’s
Wang’s sexual harassment case, the New York City Council enacted legislation that, at least in
the nation’s largest city, gives unpaid interns the same right to bring discrimination complaints
based on race. religion or gender as salaried employees have. 21

Attorney Frank D. LoMonte is executive director

of the Student Press Law Center.

Endnotes:
1.

Daniel Miller, “NBC Universal to settle suit by former interns for $6.4 million, ” Los Angeles

Times. Oct. 24, 1014.

2. Meg James,

“ Viacom agrees to

pay up to $7.2 million to settle intern lawsuit,” Los Angeles

Times, March 12, 2015.

3. The ﬁndings oflntern Bridge is 2012 National Internship Salary Survey are summarized
at fittp :ffwwwyrwei; .cont/releases/inrer;Ibricige/(B/prweh 1‘ 0460332 .htm.
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Trade Secret Law: Overview

trade secret is any information that has commercial value, that has
been maintained

in conﬁdence by a business, and that is not known

by competitors. A business that owns trade secrets is entitled to court
relief against those who have stolen the secrets or divulged them in violation
of a legal duty—for example, after signing an agreement not to disclose (a
~~

nondisclosure agreement or NDA).

What kind of information qualiﬁes as a trade secret?
Trade secrets often comprise customer lists, sensitive marketing information,
unpatented inventions, software, formulas and recipes, techniques, processes,
and

other/hgmiﬁjnfamaiigrmut

provides a company with a business edge.

Information is more likely to be considerecittrade secret if it is:
° not known outside of the particular business entity
° known only by employees and others involved in the business
° subject to reasonable measures to guard the secrecy of the information
° valuable, and
° difﬁcult for others to properly acquire or independently duplicate.

How are trade secrets lost or stolen?
Information that qualiﬁes as a trade secret is subject to legal protection
(against theft and misappropriation) as a form of valuable property—but only

if the owner has taken the necessary steps to preserve its secrecy. If the owner
has not

diligently tried to keep the information secret, courts will usually

refuse to extend any help to the trade secret owner

if others learn of the

information.
Some activities that the courts will commonly treat as trade secret theft—
which means the owner will be afforded some judicial relief, such as damages

or an order preventing use of the stolen information—are:
° disclosures by key employees (current and former managers, scientists,
and others occupying positions of trust) in violation of their duty of
'

trust toward their employer

/‘
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° disclosures by employees (current and former)
apes;

in violation of a nondisclosure

agreement entered into with their employer
disclosures by suppliers, consultants, ﬁnancial advisers, or Others who signed
nondisclosure agreements with the trade secret owner promising not to

0

13.1335

disclose the information

industrial espionage, and

0
:Mt‘]

' disclosures by any person owing an implied duty to the employer not to make
such disclosure, such as directors, corporate ofﬁcers, and other high-level

0
MBIAJSA

O

salaried employees.

When a disclosure is considered wrongful, the courts may also consider use of
the information wrongful and issue an order (injunction) preventing its use for a
particular period of time.

Can you sell your trade secrets?
As with other types of property—such as goods, accounts receivable, patents, and
trademarks—trade secrets may be sold by one business to another. Most trade secret
sales occur as part of the sale of the business owning the trade secret, but that is not
mandatory.

How is trade secret protection enforced?

If the court ﬁnds that trade secret theft has occurred, it may issue an order
(injunction) requiring all those wrongfully in possession of the information to
refrain from using it or disclosing it to others. The court may also award the trade
secret owner money damages to compensate for any monetary loss suffered as a
result of the theft. In cases involving willful or deliberate theft, the court may also
award punitive damages to punish the wrongdoer. Finally, in clear-cut cases, federal
and state criminal antitheft laws may be invoked and the trade secret thief subjected
to criminal prosecution.

What’s new in trade secret law since the last edition?
There has been little change in trade secret law since the last edition. Below are some
recent developments:
Texas adopts Uniform Trade Secrets Act. Texas became the 48th state to adopt
the Uniform Trade Secrets Act (UTSA). The law took effect September 1, 2013
(Title 6, Civil Practice and Remedies Code, Chapter 134A.001 et. seq.). New

’

York and Massachusetts are the only states that have not adopted the UTSA.
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California trade secret law protects ideas. In a case involving digital stamping
technology, a California appellate court held that ideas are protectable under

California trade secret laws, provided that information is sufﬁciently speciﬁc
and secret. (Altavz'on, Inc. v. Konica Minolta Sys. Laboratory, Inc, 226 Cal.
App. 4th 26 (2014).)
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° Congress considers federal trade secret law. Trade secret owners do not

3

currently have a federal civil cause of action for trade secret misappropriation.
(The Economic Espionage Act is a criminal law enacted to discourage
corporate espionage.) The proposed Defend Trade Secrets Act of 2015 would
provide trade secret owners with access to federal courts for civil claims as

well
0

as

an ex parte seizure provision.

First jury conviction under the Economic Espionage Act of 1996 (EEA). Two
individuals and their company were found guilty under the EEA of stealing
trade secrets regarding the development of chloride-route titanium dioxide

(TiOz) technology from El. DuPont and selling those secrets to the People’s
Republic of China. It was the ﬁrst jury conviction under the EEA and
resulted in a 15—year sentence. (US. v. Liew, 3:11—cr—00573-JSW (Cal. N.D.,
March 5, 2014).)

Trade secret resources
For more information on trade secret law and nondisclosure agreements:
0

Trade Secrets Watch (http://blogs.orrick.com/trade—secrets—watch). Up—to—date
news on trade secret law.

' NDAS for Free (www.mdasforfree.com). Explanations of trade secret principles
and

a

collection of free nondisclosure agreements.
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